Nucleoid proteins.
This article examines the published evidence in support of the classification of organisms into three groups (Bacteria, Archae, and Eukarya) instead of two groups (prokaryotes and eukaryotes) and summarizes the comparative biochemistry of each of the known histone-like, nucleoid DNA-binding proteins. The molecular structures and amino acid sequences of Archae are more similar to those of Eukarya than of Bacteria, with a few exceptions. Cytochemical methodology employed for localizing these proteins in archaeal and bacterial cells has also been reviewed. It is becoming increasingly apparent that these proteins participate both in the organization of DNA and in the control of gene expression. Evidence obtained from biochemical properties, structural and functional differences, and the ultrastructural location of these proteins, as well as from gene mutations clearly justifies the division of prokaryotes into bacterial and archaeal groups. Indeed, chromosomes, whether they be nuclear, prokaryotic, or organellar, are invariably complexed with abundant, small, basic proteins that bind to DNA with low sequence specificity. These proteins include the histones, histone-like proteins, and nonhistone high mobility group (HMG) proteins.